2021 Annual Report (Primary)
About this Report
St Brendan’s Primary School, Ganmain is registered by the NSW Education Standards
Authority. Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga (CEDWW) is the ‘approved authority’
for the Registration System formed under Section 39 of the Education Act 1990 (NSW).
St Brendan’s Primary School Annual Report to the community provides parents and the
wider community with fair, reliable and objective information about the school’s
performance measures and policies, as determined by the Minister for Education. The report
also outlines information about initiatives and developments of major interest and
importance during the year and the achievements arising from the implementation of the
school's Annual Improvement Plan.
The Annual Report demonstrates accountability to regulatory bodies, the school community
and Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga. This report has been approved by Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga and in so doing, acknowledges that St Brendan’s
Primary School, Ganmain has the appropriate processes in place to ensure compliance with
all NSW Education Standards Authority requirements for registration and accreditation.
This report complements and is supplementary to St Brendan’s Primary School
newsletters and other forms of communication. Further information about St Brendan’s
Primary School may be obtained by contacting the school directly or by visiting the
school’s website.
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Section 1: Message from Key Groups in Our School Community
Message from the Principal
2021 continued to present us with a variety of challenges. Just when we thought 2020 may
have had some issues, who could have believed what we were to encounter. The period of
home learning in August and September was trying for all. We were incredibly proud of the
manner in which our students adapted to remote learning and we must thank the parents
for their patience and persistence in ensuring that this time continued to be a period of
academic growth for their children. I would like to think that parents have an increased
appreciation for teachers after home learning.
All students deserve to be celebrated for all of their accomplishments in 2021. They had an
excellent year of school and have always accepted the challenges that have been asked of
them. They had many unique learning experiences and they have always been enthusiastic
and interested.
I continue to be inspired by my colleagues at St Brendan’s. The commitment and dedication
that Julie, Ros, Kathy, James, Rebecca, Sheena and Ronda have towards our children is
amazing. Their professionalism continues to shine brightly as they work alongside students
to ensure they achieve their best possible outcomes. I cannot thank them enough for
ensuring that St Brendan’s is truly an outstanding centre of both academic pursuits and
pastoral care for one and all. We farewell Rebecca Pascall from the staff of St Brendan’s.
Many parents had interactions with Rebecca in her role as Inclusive and Diverse Learning
Teacher. Her knowledge of support practices for students is first class and this has ensured
that the wellbeing of students has always been at the centre of any of the actions she has
taken in her role.
We were fortunate to receive additional COVID-19 staffing funding which let us increase Mr
James Blanchard to five days a week with a focus on additional support to students where
appropriate.
Throughout 2021, staff, with assistance from CEDWW, investigated the school’s Vision and
Mission Statement. This is a document that underpins the running of the school and what
defines us. We wanted to create a simple statement that is known and valued by all. From
2022 the Vision and Mission statement of St Brendan’s will simply read; “St Brendan’s
Primary School: Built on faith, welcoming to all, filled with happiness, curiosity and learning”.
The opening of the new school playground was certainly a highlight of the year. Planning
and design had been in place since late 2019 but like many events, COVID-19 played a part in
delaying the completion of the project. Students thoroughly enjoyed playing on the
equipment which was completed in late March. We thank Creative Outdoors for their work
on the playground.
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Significant plumbing and drainage work was completed during the July school holidays. This
allowed water to flow freely through the pipes installed and through the new gutters that
were built on the northern side of the main building.
We farewelled a number of families from the community at the end of 2021. We said
goodbye to the Underwoods, McPhersons, Symons, Dennis and a pair of Corbetts. We thank
Kelly and Dan, Kerri and Christin, Emma and Drew, Anna and Anthony, Mel and Pete and
Leanne and Andrew for your support and contributions to St Brendan’s over your time as
parents at this school.
To Grace, Adeline, Chloe, Lexi, Jed, Brock and Zac, the graduating class of Year 6 students.
Thank you for the leadership you have displayed throughout the year. Your commitment to
learning has been an example to all and as Principal I am incredibly proud of the positive
impact you had upon the school this year. Thank you and we wish you the very best as your
educational journey continues in secondary school.
It is disappointing to lose 12 students at years’ end to only gain three new kindergarten
enrolments for 2022. This provides us with extra challenges but we look forward to
showcasing the amazing learning that occurs in the classroom and show prospective
parents the outstanding education a student receives at St Brendan’s.
I greatly appreciate the support and guidance of the school council. Thank you to Desi
Patterson, Anna Dennis, Peta Lewington and Alexander Patterson for their contribution to
the school and for giving the wider community a voice at St Brendan’s.
Father Justin Darlow continued his ministry in the parish and St Brendan’s Primary School
before he departed for Rome and study leave in May. Father Tony Oboshi joined us in his
absence. Fr Tony brought great enthusiasm, warmth, compassion and tremendous faith to
the community. His welcoming, friendly manner was present in each and every interaction
we had with him during school visits and masses. We wish him the very best as he moves to
Mulwala to take over the role of parish priest.
There are exciting times ahead for St Brendan’s. We continue to face challenges from many
different areas in this ever changing education and modern world in which we live. The
manner in which the school and the wider community addresses these issues is inspiring. I
look forward to collaborating with all members of the school community next year to
continue to ensure students receive the best education possible.

Message from the Parent Body
The St Brendan’s School Council continued its role in supporting the operations of the school
during the past year.
COVID-19 again had a negative effect on the school community in terms of fundraising and
parent involvement at school events. We are looking forward to a brighter 2022 with many
fundraising opportunities and school events in the works.
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Thank you to the staff of St Brendan's for their ongoing commitment to the students and
families. The wonderful resources, both technological and in a staffing capacity, are
something of which we are very proud and appreciative of in a small town. We continue to
maintain a focus on wellbeing both for the students and families of St Brendan’s after a
challenging couple of years.
Thank you to all the staff, parents and School Council members for their support during 2021
and we look forward to much more involvement within the school community as restrictions
begin to ease in 2022.
Cayley Tonacia
School Council Member
Messages from the Student Body
Seth Harris
Last year we had four weeks of home learning. At 9am we would have a Zoom meeting and
at 12pm we would have another one. When we were home learning, I missed all of my
friends and my teachers, so we had to get our mums to help us with our work. At lunch, it
was hard to find something to do all the time. With the learning I was fine, it was pretty easy
with peace and quiet. At school it is really loud but I had only my brother who is very quiet
when he works. All the kindies are very loud, that's what makes it so loud.
Maverick Hatty
Last year we had home learning and my teacher was Mrs Ros Guthrie.
We had to do Zooms at 9am and 12pm home learning and i didn’t like them because they
would always glitch. Home learning was from August to September but I liked it because if
you finish your work early you can play but I did miss my teachers and friends. I would always
finish my work early and then play.
We had a swimming carnival, an athletics carnival and cross country.
Annabelle Lewington
Last year was very different for me. My teacher was Mr Blanchard. We did the swimming,
cross country and athletics carnival. In August and September we went into home learning.
During our time in home learning our teachers would contact us each day to see how we
were going with the work. Most of the work was sent through Google Classroom.
Throughout the year the work got hader and more challenging. In Mr Blanchard's class there
was always a challenge. My sister Sophie started school, kindergarten.
Henry Tonacia
2021 was a little bad because COVID-19 and home school but other than that it was great.
My Teacher was Mrs Gurthrie. We used our Chtomebooks a lot in lock down and a lot of kids
were in lock down. Learning was fun and we did maths games in learning and even English.
Swimming last year was good and I learnt to get better at my strokes in swimming at the
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end of the year. Cross country was also good because I have improved in my running and
high jump at athletics carnival and I have improved at lots more and made many friends.
Levi Patterson
Things about school last year:- Home learning, home learning wasn't that bad. Being able to just relax when I finished my
work was definitely something I liked.
- Swimming, swimming was good, everyone tried their best and had fun, that's the only
thing that matters.
- Cross country, the running definitely put some bad feelings in my stomach but other than
that it was great.
- My teacher was Mr. Blanchard, strict at times but funny and amazing.
- I learnt a lot in 2021. A year full of learning and fun.
- Computers, in home learning when I finished all my work being able to play on my
computer was something I enjoyed.
Esther Harris
Last year was challenging, mostly home learning. It was hard to keep up with the class and
trying to get on the right zoom meeting.Last year I tried to get better at my swimming and
our swimming teacher helped. We were jumping with joy when we found out we are all
going to get Chromebooks. At the end of the cross country my heart was pounding. I hadn't
run like that for ages. I like this school because it pushes us to all of our limits.
Neve Harris
Last year was a challenge for me with home learning for four weeks because I had trouble
trying to figure out what to do online. I had Mrs Sase for Year 4 as a teacher and it was pretty
good. The swimming, cross country and athletics carnivals were really fun because I was
against Addie and she was on the other team, so we competed in a healthy competition. My
favourite part was the pool party at the end of the year because it was a load of fun!
Verity Patterson
Last year was really tough. We had four weeks of home learning. I could hardly keep up with
work and without a teacher keeping me on track, it was really hard for me. At least we were
able to have a swimming carnival.
Bella Smith
Last year I was in Yr 5 and my teacher was Mr B. We had our swimming, athletics and cross
country carnivals. 5/6 went to a wellbeing yoga lesson with Tim. Towards the end of the year
Yr 5 had leadership day. We cooked hot dogs and talked about leadership qualities. In Term 3
we went into lockdown. Some days I came to school and other days I was doing home
learning. We had lots of Zoom meetings which I didn't really like because I prefer face to face
learning. We had a presentation night at the end of the year and I won the Citizenship Award
which was very special. We finished off the year with a pool party.
Liam Quinn
Last year my teacher was Mrs Sase. She has been my favourite teacher at St Brendan's since I
have been here. Home Learning was a challenge because Dad was trying to teach me but he
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thought the work was too hard so we just did the stuff we could do. The learning in Year 4
was challenging but not as hard as Year 5 work. I made it to Wagga in a hundred metre
running but then got beat the second time I went back to Wagga.
Oscar Hatty
In 2021 our learning was interrupted by the coronavirus pandemic (covid 19).
We spent four weeks learning from home, having daily Zooms and adapting to this new life.
Just as we all settled in, we were freed from the havok of the virus. Even though it was only
four weeks, it felt like an eternity. Getting back to school and seeing our friends was by far
the best thing that happened to me in 2021.
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Section 2: School Features/ Context
St Brendan’s Primary School is situated in the small rural township of Ganmain,
approximately 55 kilometres northwest of Wagga Wagga in the Riverina district of Southern
New South Wales. The school is part of St Brendan’s Parish and the wider Ganmain
community.
The Catholic community of Ganmain is rich in history. From humble beginnings in 1907, with
the dedicated governance of the Presentation Sisters, through to the Dominican Sisters and
lay principals, the school has always upheld and nurtured the rich faith traditions and
practices of the Catholic Church, offering an educational setting for those families seeking a
Catholic education for their children. To this day, the school community remains dedicated
to those ideals and endeavour to prepare students to eventually take their place in society as
confident, responsible, caring, global citizens who are well educated and grounded in faith,
learning, care, service and stewardship for the good of all.
St Brendan's purpose is to educate and support each student in their academic, spiritual,
social and physical development and engage them in quality educational activities that set
them up for a positive future.
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Section 3: Student Profile
The school caters for co-educational Kindergarten to Year 6 students. The following
information describes the student profile for 2021:
Girls

Boys

LBOTE*

Indigenous

Total

19

21

0

2

40

*Language background other than English
1. Enrolment Policy
Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga has established an Enrolment Policy. The
implementation of this policy is monitored by the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga
Wagga. The policy has been developed in the context of government and system
requirements. Children from families who are prepared to support the ethos and
values of the Catholic Church may be considered eligible for enrolment.
Copies of this policy and other policies in the report may be obtained from the
Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga website or by contacting the Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga or by contacting the school directly. (Link to
CEDWW Webpage)
2. Student Attendance and Retention Rates

Year

Attendance %

Kinder

93

Year 1

92

Year 2

95

Year 3

94

Year 4

93

Year 5

95

Year 6

94

The average student attendance rate for 2021 was 94 %
Regular attendance at school is essential if students are to maximise their potential. The
school, in partnership with parents, is responsible for promoting the regular attendance of
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students. While parents are legally responsible for the regular attendance of their children,
school staff, as part of their duty of care, monitor part or whole day absences.
St Brendan’s Primary School staff, under the Principal’s leadership, support the regular
attendance of students by:
●
●
●
●

Providing a caring teaching and learning environment which fosters students’ sense
of well being and belonging to the school community.
Maintaining accurate records of student attendance.
Recognising and rewarding excellent and improved student attendance.
Implementing programs and practices to address attendance issues when they arise.

The Principal is responsible for supporting the regular attendance of students by ensuring
that:
●
●
●
●

Parents and students are regularly informed of attendance requirements and the
consequences of unsatisfactory attendance.
All cases of unsatisfactory attendance and part or full day absences from school are
investigated promptly and the appropriate intervention strategies are implemented.
Documented plans are developed to address the needs of students whose
attendance is identified as being of concern.
The Director of Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga or designated Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga officer is provided with regular information about
students for whom chronic non-attendance is an issue and for whom school
strategies have failed to restore regular attendance.
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Section 4: Staffing Profile
There are a total of 5 teachers and 2 support staff at St Brendan’s Primary School. This
includes 4 full-time and 1 part-time teachers.
Teacher Accreditation Status
The accreditation status of all teaching staff responsible for delivering the curriculum is:
Teacher Accreditation Status

Number of Teachers

Conditional/Provisional

0

Proficient

5

Percentage of staff who are indigenous

0

Professional Learning
The ongoing professional development of each staff member is highly valued. Professional
learning can take many forms including whole school staff days, subject specific in service
courses, meetings, conferences and a range of professional learning programs provided by
the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga.
2021 Staff Professional Learning Plan
Staff Professional Learning is prioritised according to the goals of the Annual Improvement
Plan. It is framed by the following domains of the National School Improvement Tool:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

An explicit improvement agenda
Analysis and discussion of data
A culture that promotes learning
Targeted use of school resources
An expert teaching team
Systematic curriculum deliveryDifferentiated teaching and learning
Effective pedagogical practices
School community partnerships

The Staff Professional Learning Program focused on the following priorities from the Annual
Improvement Plan:
●

●
●

Investigating the current Vision and Mission Statement in order to determine a clear
school community understanding of St Brendan’s culture. Changes will be
implemented if appropriate.
School paraliturgies on either a Monday or Friday
Writing: Increased focus on grammar and punctuation within the students’ writing.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Implementing best practice for Mathematics in the school through the EMU Maths
and Maths Focus Teacher programs
Continue to embed the parameters of Learning Collaborative within the school
Re-engagement with parents and the school
Student Well Being
Focus in the school to foster and promote caring for the environment.
Playground redevelopment
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Section 5: Catholic Life and Religious Education
Catholic Schools have a unique role in the evangelising and educating mission of the
Church. St Brendan’s Primary School follows the Wagga Wagga Diocesan Religious
Education curriculum, Sharing Our Story.
Catholic Heritage
In 2006, St Brendan’s celebrated 100 years of Catholic education which was begun in 1906 by
four Presentation Sisters. The school is proud to carry on their tradition and strives to inspire
and motivate each child towards achieving their full potential through Jesus Christ's love.
Liturgical Life of the School
Prayer is an important part of daily life at St Brendan’s. Students and staff gather at assembly
to begin Monday and end a Friday with prayer and each class has their own prayer schedule
as they enter and leave the classroom.
School masses are usually held regularly with students actively involved with the Mass.
Restrictions around COVID-19 prevented many masses taking place. Special feast days, such
as the feast of Mary MacKillop, the feast of St Brendan and Presentation Day are celebrated
through prayer, Mass or liturgies.
The sacraments are celebrated in the following years:
Reconciliation – Year 2
Eucharist – Year 3
Confirmation – Year 5/6 on a bi-annual basis. This was conferred in 2020 by parish priest,
Father Darlow. Instruction for the sacraments is both school and parish based and children
from other schools are welcome to attend.
Staff and Student Faith Formation
Being a Presentation school, St Brendan’s puts great emphasis on the Presentation charism
and continuing this tradition and faith story through the school.
The principle reason for the existence of this school is to provide faith development to the
parish school community, while encouraging excellence in academic learning. Religious
Education is, therefore, an integral part of the life of the school. Aside from being taught as a
particular subject, its values and beliefs permeate every other aspect of school life; staff and
student relations, other Key Learning Areas and the day-to-day operation of the school.
There is a minimum of two and a half hours spent each week on Religious Education as well
as daily prayer, liturgies and hymn practice.
Social Justice
St Brendan’s Primary School supports Catholic Missions and Caritas each year, to encourage
stewardship and care for others. Once again, the students excelled themselves and it was a
credit to the students and their families.
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Participation in commemorative services and environmental workshops encourage care for
others and for the world in which we live. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 participation was
restricted.
Professional Learning in Catholic Life and Mission
CEDWW has established a policy on the Professional Requirements for the Accreditation of
Teachers of Religious Education which is implemented by all systemic schools in the diocese.
All staff members who teach religion are expected to be accredited in the teaching of
Religious Education or working towards this accreditation. Staff are given the opportunity for
professional learning in RE, through spirituality days and retreats.
The Religious Education Coordinator attends regular meetings and reports on these to the
staff. Opportunities are given to all staff members at staff meetings to discuss Religious
Education. One staff meeting per term is dedicated to Religious Education.
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Section 6: Curriculum
St Brendan’s Primary School, Ganmain provides an educational program based on, and
taught in accordance with the NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) syllabuses for
Primary Education. The Key Learning Areas (KLAs) are English, Mathematics, Science and
Technology, Human Society and Its Environment, Creative Arts and Personal Development,
Health and Physical Education. Each KLA is delivered as required for Registration and
Accreditation under the Education Act 1990 (NSW) and schools implement the Religious
Education Syllabus requirements for Catholic Education, Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
Primacy is given to English and Mathematics within the School Curriculum Plan, along with
an appropriate balance across the remaining KLAs. A passionate belief is maintained that
engagement with a framework for learning builds community, capacity, connection,
collaboration and community.
All KLAs are reviewed in accordance with the CEDWW Curriculum Review Cycle and
Registration Timetable.
A maths instructional teacher is utilised across all classes. The Maths Focus Teacher supports
all teachers in their classrooms each day and has scheduled time to meet with them each
week for planning, feedback and goal setting.
A number of intervention programs are offered across English and Mathematics. These
include Extending Mathematical Understanding, Literacy Focus, Royal Far West, Reading
Recovery and support within class time. This is in addition to differentiation practices across
all learning and teaching.
The introduction of the Literacy Instructional Teacher (LIT) in 2021 proved beneficial for both
staff and students. Being a small school, her talents were used across all classes although
the primary focus was on the K–2 area. The LIT conducted whole classes and worked with
intervention with small group lessons and ran professional development for staff.
Additional funding due to COVID-19 saw the employment of an additional teacher one day a
week for Semester 2, which allowed the release of class teachers to spend time with
individuals or small groups of students on targeting areas of weakness in literacy and
numeracy.
Specialist programs were offered such as ASPA, an instrumental program for Years 3–6 and
intensive swimming.
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Section 7: Student
Examinations

Performance

in

State-Wide

Tests

and

NAPLAN 2021 Results
NAPLAN is an annual assessment for all students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9. It tests the types of
skills that are essential for every child to progress through school and life. The tests cover
skills in reading, writing, spelling, grammar and punctuation, and numeracy. In 2021, all
CEDWW schools completed NAPLAN Online.
Growth
There is an expectation that student individual scores improve between testing periods,
reflecting their learning over the two year period. Growth figures provide information about
student growth in test scores compared to the previous testing. The graphs below show the
individual school growth compared to the Statistically Similar School Group (SSSG) and state
growth. The first row shows how average growth for the school (green) compares with the
average growth for the SSSG (black) and the state (red). The SSSG is determined by the
Department of Education.
Year 3 to Year 5
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Summary of Means
Number
Students

of School Mean

State Mean

Year 3
Numeracy

4

410.2

411.5

Reading

4

478.2

442.6

Writing

4

411.1

433.8

G&P

4

438.2

442.5

Spelling

4

398.7

433.1

Numeracy

6

524.0

502.8

Reading

6

533.3

514.4

Writing

1

494.1

488.4

G&P

4

490.5

509.4

Spelling

4

549.8

514.2

Year 5
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Section 8: Pastoral Care and Well Being
Information here about your school’s procedures and programs
Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga has established a Pastoral Care and Well Being
Policy which is implemented by all schools in the Diocese. The implementation of this policy
is monitored by Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE.
St Brendan’s Primary School is committed to providing a safe, secure and stimulating
environment conducive to learning. This is characterised by endorsing the gospel values of
justice, inclusion, reconciliation, respect, truth and honesty.
A safe and secure environment is developed when all members of the school community
respect an individual’s rights and freedoms, responsibilities and duties, as well as responding
to the needs of students, staff and community. The Pastoral Care Policy of St Brendan’s
Primary School asserts that students have a right to a safe environment at school and that
inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated. Clearly defined steps will be taken to protect
students in a safe, healthy and friendly environment.
Zones of Regulation and Positive Behaviours for Learning were continued to support
students with mental health, behaviour and wellbeing.
Discipline Policy
Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga has established a Discipline Policy which is
implemented by all schools in the Diocese. The implementation of this policy is monitored
by Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE.
It is the policy of St Brendan’s Primary School to offer all students an education of the
highest quality and to assist each student to develop fully as an individual, as a member of
this Catholic school and the wider community. To this end, teachers encourage a learning
and teaching environment where there is appropriate management to ensure purposeful
learning. The Pastoral Care Policy observes the right of every child to feel safe, to learn and to
be treated respectfully. In acknowledging these rights, students have the responsibility to
keep themselves and others safe, to learn to the best of their ability and let others do the
same and the responsibility to treat others with respect. This school policy on student
management is understood and adhered to by teachers and students.
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Anti Bullying Policy
Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga has established an Anti Bullying Policy which
is implemented by all schools in the Diocese. The implementation of this policy is monitored
by Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE.
Students and staff have the right to expect that they will be free from the fear of bullying,
harassment and intimidation. Bullying is taken seriously and is not acceptable in any form.
Teachers, students, parents, caregivers and members of the wider school community have a
responsibility to work together to address bullying. Any inappropriate behaviour which
prevents or limits teaching and learning in schools and interferes with the wellbeing of
students, is not accepted.
Initiatives Promoting Respect and Responsibility
St Brendan’s is committed to preparing young people for tomorrow’s world by providing an
education which is harmonious with the values of the Gospels and the teachings of the
Catholic Church. The school’s Vision and Mission Statement is based on respect for others
and the children taking personal responsibility for their actions.
In putting these values into action, the school usually participates in community based
events such as Senior Citizens Week, ANZAC Day and the Ganmain Show, which was
cancelled this year.
The Life Education program is highly valued and supported at St Brendan’s, promoting
nutrition, active lifestyle, communication, problem solving, personal health choices and
growth development. In keeping students safe, the school participated in an annual
intensive swimming program in which all students benefited from the life saving skills being
taught.
After running a leadership training day, the school holds elections for school captains and
sports captains. Students complete a leadership application form and a speech in front of
staff and students. These positions are voted on by all students.
An Orientation Day is usually held to support the children who are enrolling in the new year.
Sadly, this could not be held in 2021. The school’s transition program was continued this year,
where the new Kindergarten children for 2022 spent three days in the Infants classroom
during Term 4.
An instrumental program was made available to students from Years 3–6. This involved
students having half hour lessons each week with a tutor, either by video conference or in
person. This resulted in the formation of a school band who performed at a concert for their
families in December and at the end-of-year Presentation Night.
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With the exception of the Deaniery Swimming Carnival, many representational sports were
cancelled due to COVID-19.
Complaints and Grievances Resolution Policy
Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga has established a Complaints and Suggestions
Policy which is implemented by all schools in the diocese. The implementation of this policy
is monitored by the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE and Procedures HERE.
Workplace Health and Safety
Each school is required to implement and comply with the Diocesan School System
Workplace Health and Safety Management System (WHSMS). This system reflects the
current statutory requirements for WHS and complies with the Australian Standard for WHS
Management Systems. The WHSMS adopted by the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga
Wagga Systemic Schools has been designed to address general health, safety and welfare
matters and also to take account of specific issues that apply to school communities. The
management system supports the provision of a safe and supportive environment for all
students as well as taking into account the health, safety and welfare of staff, visitors and
contractors to the school site.
Principals, in consultation with the relevant CEDWW personnel, are responsible for
monitoring the school’s compliance with WHS legislation and to implement the
management system in keeping with the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga
Annual WHS Plan. External WHS system audits are conducted across a sample of schools
each year to validate the implementation of the management system.
Catholic schools in the Diocese of Wagga Wagga are committed to a safe and supportive
environment. The principles, guidelines and procedures set out in the policy documents
CEDWW of Pastoral Care, Student Well Being, Bullying and Harassment are the framework
for school leaders, students, staff, parents and the wider community to develop a safe and
supportive environment. The Diocesan Complaints Handling Procedure forms an important
element in the diocese’s commitment to ensuring safe and supportive environments for
school communities. No changes were made to these diocesan documents in 2021.
In compliance with the NSW Reform Act 1990, Corporal Punishment is banned in all schools
within the Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
Access to all policies and guidelines can be obtained by contacting the school office.
See CEDWW Policy HERE
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Section 9: School Review and Improvement
Each year the school develops an Annual Improvement Plan indicating the intended key
improvements for student learning outcomes. The plan is drawn from the Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga Annual Improvement Plan.

DOMAIN: CATHOLIC IDENTITY AND MISSION
Catholic Identity and Mission is expressed across the following interrelated and mutually
reinforcing components:
●
●
●
●
●
●

A systematic and comprehensive Religious Education Curriculum and Pedagogy
Prayer, Liturgy and Sacramental Life
Permeation of Catholic Values
School, Parish and Parents in Partnership
Spiritual life of the school
Evangelisation and Social Justice

System Goals
1. A shared understanding of the vision, mission and purpose of Catholic Education
2. An intentional and systematic framework for faith formation
3. Effective teaching practices and pedagogies in which the learners are active participants who
are engaging their whole person (‘head, heart and hands’).
4. Engagement with schools and parish communities
Areas for Improvement: Investigating the school mission and vision and statement
Meaningful liturgical and prayer experiences for students.
Evidence Informing Each Area for Improvement: Current mission statement was created a
number of years ago and is due for renewal.
Low attendance rates at Sunday Mass and low student involvement in school Masses.
Teaching Standards (where relevant): 4.1.2

1.6.3

Actions to be Implemented

By Whom?

By When?

Investigating the current mission and
vision statement in order to determine a
clear school community understanding of
our culture. Changes will be implemented
if appropriate.

Whole staff
CEDWW
staff

Terms 1–4

School paraliturgies on either a Monday or
Friday

Entire year
Staff/Stude
nts

Ways
of
Measuring
Impact
(Success Criteria)
Active involvement by
school community in
construction
Reflect
culture
and
beliefs of the school and
the Catholic faith.
Engagement

and
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ownership
through
authentic
meaningful
experience.

of
a

liturgy
more
and
liturgical

DOMAIN: LEARNING AND TEACHING
Learning and Teaching encompasses: Curriculum, Pedagogy, Literacy and Numeracy, Teacher Practice,
Professional Learning, Assessment and Reporting, Student Achievement, Student Wellbeing for Learning
and Student Diverse Learning Needs.

System Goals: (consider goals appropriate to sector i.e. primary/secondary)
1.

To build teacher capacity to deliver quality writing instruction in Early Years, Stage 1 and Stage 4
cohorts through:
a.

b.
2.

Improved collaborative planning, focusing on analysis of student performance and identification
of targeted writing strategies, specifically oral language development in K-1 or the use of academic
language in Stage 4.
Use of data to inform the development of high impact teaching and learning strategies using
assessment ‘for and of’ learning to craft precise responses to student and cohort needs.

Use of data to inform differentiated teaching of Mathematics in years 3 to 6.

Areas for Improvement:
Writing: Increased focus on grammar and punctuation within the students' writing.
Implementing best practice for Mathematics in the school through the EMU Maths and
Maths Focus Teacher programs
Continue to embed the parameters of Learning Collaborative within the school
Evidence Informing Each Area for Improvement:
Data collected in writing has shown a lack of student growth particularly between Years 3 and 5
as evidenced by NAPLAN scores and school moderated tasks.
Students are one or more growth points below in place value
Research from Hatty and Sharratt on student goal setting
Teaching Standards: 1.2.2 2.1.2 2.3.2 2.5.2 3.3.2
The Learning Collaborative System Parameters: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
School Parameters: 7, 8

Actions to be Implemented

By Whom?

By When?

Literacy

Entire year

Teacher/Sta

Entire year

Continuation of focus on writing that
Support
commenced in 2019. The school Data

Ways
of
Measuring
Impact
(Success Criteria)
Collection of data. School
data wall
Percentage of students
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Wall will be regularly updated. Staff
will be exposed to PD on the topic of
writing that will enhance classroom
practice.

Improved teacher practice to support
vulnerable students in whole number.

ff
EMU and
Maths
Focus
Teacher/Sta Entire year
ff

reaching given goals
Moderation of pieces of
writing each term.

MAI and NAPLAN Data.
School Data Wall
Students
Self evaluation
surveys

Focus on students setting
themselves in their learning.

goals

and

for

DOMAIN: COMMUNITY AND CULTURE
Community and Culture includes: Organisational Culture, Positive Partnerships with Parents,
Families and Carers, Parish and Community Partnerships, Staff Wellbeing, Student Voice and
Engagement and Professional Relationships.
Areas for Improvement:
Re-engagement with parents and the school
Student Well Being
Evidence Informing Each Area for Improvement:
An increase in students meeting with Centacare
Lack of engagement by parents
Teaching Standards (where relevant): 7.3.2

Actions to be Implemented

4.1.2
By
Whom?

By When?

Ways
of
Measuring
Impact
(Success Criteria)

Entire Year

An increase in parental
engagement
and
participation in school
activities.
Fewer students meeting
with counsellor

An event to be held each term that
encourages parents to actively participate
in the child’s learning and wellbeing.
Parents/
Students/
Staff and parent PD sessions with Staff

Centacare counsellor
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DOMAIN: LEADERSHIP AND STEWARDSHIP
Leadership and Stewardship embodies the responsible planning, management and
sustainability of human, fiscal and physical resources. Components of this area could include:
Financial Management, Facilities, ICT, Leadership Development and Growth, Management
Practices and School Planning, Implementation and Reporting Processes.
Areas for Improvement:
Focus in the school to foster and promote caring for the environment.
Playground redevelopment
Evidence Informing Each Area for Improvement: Food waste and high use of plastics by
students.
Staff Spirituality day on Laudato Si
Teaching Standards (where relevant):
By
Whom?

Actions to be Implemented

Whole school focus on implementation of Whole
environmentally friendly and sustainable School
practices.

Development
programs

of

student

leadership

By When?

Ways
of
Measuring
Impact
(Success Criteria)

Entire year

Reducing school waste

Catholic
ethos
stewardship
embedded
into
Brendan’s.

A great deal of time and effort was spent on all of the areas in the 2021 Annual Improvement
Plan, with the areas involved being at the forefront of all professional development for the
year. Remote learning for the majority of Term 3 was a barrier to some of the staff learning.
The school Vision and Mission Statement was a key focus from the first day of the year,
where staff commenced the process with the assistance of Vince Powell from CEDWW. Each
term, a staff meeting was devoted to further investigation as was a Spirituality Day which
was run by the local congregation leader of the Presentation Sisters. Staff are very happy
with the new Vision and Mission Statement.
One of the most powerful learning experiences for staff in the area of writing was the
moderation task done in conjunction with St Michael’s Primary School, Coolamon. This gave
staff a greater sense of what to look for in student’s writing and where students sit in regards
to students of a similar age.
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COVID-19 was a significant barrier in a number of focus areas, such as parent engagement
and student leadership programs, particularly when working with other schools. Staff look
forward to continuing with these areas in 2022.

Priority Key Improvements for 2022
DOMAIN: EVANGELISATION AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Evangelisation and Religious Education is expressed across the following interrelated and
mutually reinforcing components:
●
●
●
●
●

Sacred Scripture, Religious Education, Pedagogy (Encountering Christ)
Faith Formation Opportunities (Witnessing to Christ)
Social Justice Opportunities and Outreach (Serving Christ in Others)
Prayer, Scripture, Liturgy and the Sacraments (Engaging in Worship in Christ)
Catholic Identity and Worldview, School and Parish Partnerships (Forming a Christ-centred
Community)

SYSTEM STRATEGIC PRIORITY
1.1

The CEDWW Charter

The development of a Charter for CEDWW schools that articulates the dual moral purpose of
Catholic Identity and Student Learning.
Each school to:
-

Contribute to the development of the CEDWW Charter through participation in a System led
process.
Lead the Faith formation of staff and students to foster active participation in prayer, liturgy
and the sacramental life of the Church.

SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Involvement in the Lighthouse Project for RE curriculum in Semester 2.

Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement:
Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Success Criteria
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
(ways
of
measuring
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes}
impact)
Goal
To enrich religious education

Professional

learning

from
24
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by trialling new pedagogy in
order to enhance student
engagement.

CEDWW
Data will be collected via:
Implementation
of
the
- student surveys
Lighthouse project in Semester
teacher surveys
Two.
- formative
and
REC visit to St Joseph’s Junee to
summative
view demonstration lessons
assessment
of
All staff having the opportunity to
religious
view lessons
knowledge of the
unit
observations.
- Providing
feedback
to
CEDWW
staff
about how it fits
our pedagogy and
enriches our work.

DOMAIN: LEARNING AND TEACHING
Learning and Teaching encompasses: Curriculum, Pedagogy, Student Wellbeing for Learning
and Student Diverse Learning Needs.
SYSTEM STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Through the ongoing development of instructional leadership in schools and the continued
focus on Parameters 1, 6 and 14, the following System strategic priorities will be delivered.
2.1
●

A Clearly Defined Statement of Learning
Each school to:

- Engage with and action effectively the intent of the TransFORMATIVE Learning Statement
through agreed teaching and learning practices and aligned classroom pedagogies. This
would include leveraging key learnings from the COVID-19 period.
- Contribute to the development of the Wellbeing for Learning Framework in order to inform
and improve school processes and programs for supporting student wellbeing, engagement
and diverse learning.
2.2
●

Targeted Academic Achievement and Growth in Literacy

Each Primary school to:

- Revisit whole-school evidenced based practices for the teaching of literacy.
- Use assessment data effectively and regularly to guide and develop planning and teaching of
Reading and Writing in order to meet the agreed targets for student learning growth based
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on individual school analysis of specified literacy data (eg. Naplan, Best Start and Observation
interview data).
Each Secondary school to:
- Implement agreed practices for the teaching of Writing in Years 7-9.
- Use assessment data effectively and regularly to improve the teaching of Writing to ensure
student achievement meets the agreed targets for student learning growth based on
individual school analysis of specified literacy data (eg. Naplan, PAT, Best Start data).
●

2.3
●

Targeted Academic Achievement and Growth in Numeracy

Each Primary school to:

- Revisit whole-school evidenced based practices for the teaching of Numeracy.
- Use assessment data effectively and regularly to improve teaching of Mathematics to ensure
student achievement meets agreed targets for student learning growth in numeracy based
on individual school analysis of specified data (eg. Naplan, PAT, Best Start and MAI data).
- Implement effective short term use of intervention groups to support vulnerable learners
reach system benchmarks based on individual school analysis of MAI and NAPLAN numeracy
data.
SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Using data to inform and differentiate instruction for each learner in the following areas:
Writing: Grammar and Punctuation
Numeracy: Number and Algebra

Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement: Not reaching expected growth in NAPLAN.
Low results in other school based data collection.

Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Success Criteria
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
(ways
of
measuring
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes)
impact)
Goal

Purposeful use of Data Walls to
Through the consistent use of inform instruction.
high
impact
strategies Co-construction of Bump it up
students will aim to use walls
effective
and
accurate Waterfall chart
sentence
structure, Case Management Meetings

Each student will achieve
at least one years growth.
Learning Intentions and
Success Criteria
Learning walks
Programming
26
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grammatical
features,
punctuation conventions and
vocabulary relevant to the type
of text.

For students to efficiently use
mental and written strategies
to effectively solve problems
and
confidently
share
reasoning.

Data Conversations
Observations of teachers:
Agreed teaching practices for
- making
english
English
and
Numeracy
are
explicit
in
the
consistently embedded within
classroom
classroom practice.
Professional
conversations
to Observations of students:
develop Classroom as the third
- discussing quality
teacher
literature
Targeted small group instruction
- creating
a link
and intervention through extra
between reading
staffing
and writing and
Focused professional learning
demonstrating
this
in
their
Focused professional learning
writing.
Staff Meetings
Teaching programs that;
- continue to build teacher
- allow
for
knowledge of the English
differentiation to
textual concepts
facilitate
higher
- Build
quality
literature
order thinking.
resources
- hold
quality
literature as key to
teaching English.
Focused professional learning at
staff meetings and purposeful Evidence
of
student
PLCs to build teacher knowledge growth on the data wall.
and understanding of Place
Value.
MAI tracking tool used
regularly to monitor and
Particularly
using the EMU track student growth.
Intervention
book
to
build
teacher knowledge and help MAI tracking tool used
select appropriate experiences to regularly to form target
meet the various needs of their groups to differentiate..
students. (Parameter 7)
Review the MAI Tracking tool to
monitor ongoing growth and
inform instruction and target
teaching.
Look at implementing best
practice teaching models - Direct
Instruction
and
Dialogic
Approaches in mathematics.
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Focused professional learning at
staff meetings on descriptive
feedback,
peer
and
self-assessment and individual
goal setting. (Parameter 3)
PLCs to build teacher knowledge
and understanding of descriptive
feedback,
peer
and
self-assessment and individual
goal setting.(Parameter 7 & 3)

DOMAIN: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Community Engagement includes: Partnerships with Parents, Families and Carers; Parish and
Community Partnerships; Staff Wellbeing; Student Voice and Engagement and Marketing.
SYSTEM STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Build the profile of Catholic Education by:
-

Actively participating in activities for Catholic Schools Week
Utilising the data from the Parent Survey to identify future directions for marketing.

SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Enrolments
Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement: Declining enrolments across the school

Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Success Criteria
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
(ways
of
measuring
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes)
impact)
Goal
To promote the school within
the community in order to
stimulate enrolments in the
future.

Greater promotion of the school
within the community through
social media, leaflets, displays in
local businesses
Open days each term
Advertising within the town
SWOT Analysis
Surveys from current parents

Increased enrolments for
2023
A greater awareness in
Ganmain of
St Brendan’s and what we
offer.
Number
of
people
attending open days Views
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Creation
channel

of

school

YouTube on social media

DOMAIN: LEADERSHIP AND STEWARDSHIP
Leadership and Stewardship embodies the responsible
sustainability of human, fiscal and physical resources.

planning,

management

and

SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Physical space within the school
Updating of school policies in preparation for registration in 2023
Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement:
Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes)
Goal

Success Criteria
(ways
of
measuring
impact)

To utilise space within the
school to allow for more
regular
and
ongoing
professional dialogue in a
meaningful manner.

Conversations with CEDWW
staff.
SWOT analysis of the current
facilities.
Investigating the designs of
other schools.
Drawing of designs of what is
possible for this area.

Survey of staff.
Plans for a redesign of the
space are created.
New space created.

To review and rewrite, if
required, school policies in
preparation
for
2023
Registration.

Collation of current school School is fully prepared for
policies.
2023 registration with all
Review current policies.
policies in place.
Viewing of policies from other
schools.
Rewriting policies if required.
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Section 10: Parent,
Participation

Student

and

Teacher

Satisfaction

Parent

Parents are the primary educators of their children and are always welcome at St Brendan’s
Primary School. The opinions and ideas of parents, students and teachers are valued and
sought. Their suggestions are incorporated into planning for and achieving improved
outcomes for students. St Joseph’s used a variety of processes to gain information about the
level of satisfaction with the school from parents, students and teachers.
The following indicators were a valuable gauge for determining the level of satisfaction that
the community has with the school.
St Brendan’s School Council comprises parent representatives, the parish priest and the
Principal. They meet termly to provide support to the Principal on matters of policy relating
to the wellbeing and direction of the school and support the organisation of the school
through promotion, fundraising and budgeting.
The school has a very high degree of parental involvement in many capacities, which is very
supportive and encouraging. This is obvious through working bees, fundraising activities,
catering, attendance at school functions and assistance in a variety of other areas.
Unfortunately, many of these activities were unavailable to parents this year due to COVID-19.
Communication between home and school is essential and actively encouraged. This was
particularly relevant during the time of online learning. Learning from home was available to
students for six weeks throughout Term 2. During this time, staff had to adapt and change
all previous learning platforms that were a part of everyday school life, to ensure that
students continued to receive valuable and effective learning experiences. The ready
availability of individual devices at school was crucial to this. Parents were extremely
supportive during this process and made the transition as seamless as possible.
Staff meet weekly for both professional development opportunities as well as housekeeping
needs. This time allows for collaboration, planning and working together as a team.
Self-assessment, student surveys and learning conversations are carried out in various forms
over the year to determine students’ interactions, perceptions, understandings and needs.
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Parent Satisfaction

Highly Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

50%

50%

0%

Highly Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

58%

42%

0%

Highly Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

75%

25%

0%

Student Satisfaction

Teacher Satisfaction
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Financial Report
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